Fabric Requirements:

FQ: Living Elements Strawberry Cream
FQ: Living Elements Red Ribbon
FQ: Living Elements Azalea
FQ: Lace Elements Pink Lace
FQ: Lace Elements Cherry Lace
FQ: Lace Elements Pearl Lace
FQ: Pure Elements White Linen
1/4 yard: Pure Elements Cherry Lipgloss (reserve for binding)

Dimensions:

The runner measures 24" x 36" finished.
**Fabric Cutting:**

Cut 120: 2 1/2" squares from the pink and red prints (an even number of each)
Cut 24: 2 1/2" squares from the Pure Elements White Linen and Lace Elements Pearl Lace (an even number of each)
Cut 36: 3 1/2" squares, half from the pinks/reds and half from the whites to create 72 total 2 1/2" HST units

**Assembling:**

First, make your HST units with one pink/red and one white and trim to 2 1/2" HST units.

Next, layout your squares and HST units as shown in the diagram above and sew using a 1/4" seam. Create 6 blocks.
Join the blocks together with the points of the hearts facing into the center of the table runner.

**Finishing Instructions:**

Create your quilt sandwich (you will need 3/4 yd. backing material), quilt as desired, and bind (using the Pure Elements Cherry Lipgloss).